"We do not need to solve all the scientific problems about nature before we enjoy the Maine Coast or find health in the mountains... there are unsolved and, it may be, insoluble problems about God, Christ, Prayer, and the Bible, but there are basic ideas and ideals in Christianity to be rejoiced in and lived for in the meantime." H.E. Fosdick, Sermon in New York Times, July 11, 1932.

VALENTINE DATE! Philothean wishes to invite all the Seminary family to see "Our Bible - How It Came to Us," a feature-length motion picture which unveils the fascinating story of how the Bible has come to us down through the ages. It will be presented on Monday, February 7 at 7:30 p.m. in the Seminary Chapel. Refreshments will follow. Mark this date on your calendar for you won't want to miss this chance to bring your sweet heart to see this inspiring film produced by the American Bible Society.

REMEMBER the photos scheduled for the annual on Thursday, Jan 27th:
Laison Committee - 1:10 p.m. Student Council - 2:15 p.m.
Cross & Shield Staff - 4:30 p.m.
Dress appropriately; meet in front of the Seminary.

WHERE IS IT? - Anyone having knowledge of the whereabouts of the library copy of Escape From Freedom by Erich Fromm please return it at once. Dean Granberg

IMPORTANT - SENIORS - IMPORTANT - Tonight (Thurs.) Rae Heinbeck will bring the EPISTEMOLOGY tutorial, 7:00 p.m., Room 304. Next Tuesday Ken Ogden will discuss OLD TESTAMENT & THEOLOGY.

MUSIC LOVERS - The New York Philharmonic Orchestra will make its first visit to the West Coast in 34 years, and will perform at the Pasadena Civic Auditorium on April 28. Tickets are being sold rapidly at the box office.

PRACTICAL WORK - Emmanuel Church in Burbank in need of a teacher for young adult class: someone with experience. If interested please contact Mr. Cox.